Dear reader,
Our team designs and builds a four-wheel driven electric race-car to
compete in the Formula Student competition. The team consists of 83
of the top students at the Delft University of Technology, with this team
we compete throughout the summer in Formula Student competitions
across Europe. Last year we competed in Formula Student East in Hungary, Formula Student Germany at the famous Hockenheimring and the
picturesque Circuit da Catalunya – the host venue of Formula Student
Spain. Around 600 universities compete in these competitions worldwide.
In these newsletters, we will update you on what our team has been
doing the previous month. Within the present issue, you can find a few
paragraphs as well as photos about this year’s kick-off, the core team’s
outing to IAA Frankfurt, the 150th anniversary festival of Gezelschap
Leeghwater, the Jeveka partner day, and finally an interview with our
team manager.
Sincerely,
The DUT18 Team
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Kick-off
On Monday the 11th of September,
the new core team, full-timers, minors and part-timers were united for the first time to start the season
with an instructive and amusing kick-off presentation. The evening began with a presentation of the
team’s objectives, along with the introduction of
every core-team member and the role that they are
going to play during the DUT18 season. Motivation,
enthusiasm, and curiosity could be felt in the air.
“Which department will I be in? Which tasks will
I be responsible for this year?” were questions that
must have been on everybody’s mind as the lecture
went on. However, to keep everyone on edge and
paying attention, this much-anticipated information
was only revealed in the final slide of the presentation.
Evidently, the meeting of eighty-three team members for the first time demanded for a team-building
activity. And so we went, all eighty-four of us, into
smaller groups of approximately 10 people, to come
up with a presentation called: “What makes a car

IAA Frankfurt
fast?” that would be demonstrated to the rest of the
team. This activity not only allowed the new members to get to know each other, but also gave everyone a better understanding of the factors that influence of a car’s performance, through what essentially
amounted to a giant brainstorming session.
Taking initiative, sharing ideas, and considering
others’ points of view were key to this activity, which
created a dedicated, teamwork-oriented atmosphere.
But of course, there was also place for humour, as
some teams took the opportunity to get a laugh out
of their new teammates, for example by miming the
different things that make a car fast.
Finally, we ended the night with a good time spent at
our workshop in the Dream Hall, a couple beers in
hand. Numbers were exchanged and the first meetings were arranged: the DUT18 year could finally
begin!
With the objective to do better than all previous
years, all members went home filled with excitement
and eagerness to begin this long journey.
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Every year, nearly a million people
attend the Internationale Automobil-Ausstellung, more commonly
known as the Frankfurt International Motorshow. This year, members of
the DUT18 core team were invited by Volkswagen
AG to attend this incredible event as well. On a
cool September evening, they started the journey
to Germany from our base in Delft. It was a long
road, and although their stay in Frankfurt was
short, they made the best of their time, receiving private tours of the Volkswagen, Audi, and
Porsche exhibitions – getting to see (and even
feel!) some of the most innovative and original
automotive designs of our time. Let’s hope that
they paid attention and got one or two ideas on
how to make the DUT18 the best car in the history of Formula Student Team Delft!
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Leeghwater
Techniekfestival
On Thursday the 28th of September
Gezelschap Leeghwater celebrated
their 150th anniversary! Leeghwater is
concerned with all that happens in and around the
mechanical engineering faculty of the TU Delft.
Their 150-year existence makes them the oldest
student society in the Netherlands! This of course
called for a celebration, which was done in style by
organizing the “Techniek Festival” (not to be confused with the Delft Festival of Technology in June).
Present at this festival were numerous classic cars, as
well as historic engineering achievements such as an
early steam train and a jet engine. Due to the huge
involvement of mechanical engineers and Leeghwater with our team throughout its history, we couldn’t
be left out.
All afternoon was spent at the festival with the
DUT16 by our side, chatting with other teams,
laughing with professors and of course, showing
off our car. After a problem-free afternoon of joy,

we ended the day with a challenge, when a sudden
rainstorm (not uncommon for The Netherlands) hit
the campus. Luckily some ingenuity and teamwork
got the car back to the DreamHall safely and mostly
dry!
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Jeveka
Partner Day
Thursday the 28th of September
we had the pleasure to be part of
the Jeveka Partner Day in Almere.
The day consisted of workshops, a fascinating
lecture by a guest speaker, and time to socialize
among each other. As Formula Student Team
Delft we were present with the DUT17 - a tangible example of Jeveka products being implemented in an engineering project. Besides engaging
in conversation with everybody interested in our
project, our team manager Daan gave one of the
numerous workshops hosted throughout the day.
In three 20-minute sessions, he managed to get
people interested in, and excited about, Formula
Student in general and our team in particular.
Altogether it was a successful and entertaining
day for the team!
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Interview with
the Team Manager
ativity, my communicative skills, my enthusiasm,
my determination and my ability to inspire people
together for the purpose of providing leadership
to the team.
Could you give us a brief overview
of your daily tasks?
A Team Manager’s week is very dynamic. There
are times where I am at the office all day, doing
administrative work; emailing, analyzing the
departments and calling partners and/or future
partners. But there are also times where I am not
at the office for a few days, because I have presentations to do and fairs to be present at.
How do you find the motivation to
pause your studies for one year for
the team?
Daan Schopmeijer
DUT18 Team Manager
Could you introduce yourself
please?
My name is Daan Schopmeijer and I’ll be the
Team Manager this year. I am 22 years old and I
am a fourth year Applied Physics student at the
TU Delft. I consider myself energetic, enthusiastic
and passionate about cars and music.
Why did you join the team?
Apart from my passion for cars the main reason
for me to join the team is because of the chance to
learn a lot in just one year. I believe that a fulltime
year at Formula Student Team Delft can give me
a lot of experience in project management, coping with though deadlines and working with a
multi-disciplinary team of enthusiastic engineers.
It will enrich my curriculum at the TUDelft and
that will give me the opportunity to bring my cre-

Very easy: just convince yourself that a year at
Formula Student Team Delft is a once in a lifetime
experience that is so much more worth than ‘just’
studying. I was actually looking forward to do
something different. Applied Physics is very theoretical, I wanted something more tangible.
Why did you choose this dream team
of tu delft and not another one?
Mainly because of my interest in cars, speed and
acceleration. I believe that Formula Student Team
Delft, together with the professional atmosphere
and goal-oriented way of working, offered the
best fit compared to the other DreamTeams.
What are your favorite memories
with the team?
There are a lot actually, but the one in Frankfurt
was pretty nice. We were invited by Volkswagen
to go the IAA; we went there, spotted great cars
and enjoyed the Frankfurt nightlife.
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What are your main goals; what do
you want to achieve with the team?
My main goal is to win Formula Student Germany and to be top 3 at all the other competitions we
attend. To get there a well balanced, trusting team
needs to be formed, in which my main goal will
be to inspire and to make use and bring out all the
capabilities of each team member.
How do you think the team can
achieve these goals?
By keeping track of the main goal and making
sure everyone is looking in the same direction. I
also think that it is important to keep it fun for
everyone.

Please finish the following sentences:
• A successful event has to have /
be ... beneficial to the team.
• Regarding the FST I can`t wait
to… win Formula Student Germany.
• When I´m not at the office, you
will most likely find me at / in...
my apartment playing guitar.
• My dream car is a (as being a
dutchie a specific bike would be
sufficient too)… car: Ferrari F12tdf.
• I´m a happy Manager, if… the rest of
the team is happy too.

What other, personal goals do you
have?
Staying healthy and keeping in touch with all my
friends and family. Up to now I have been busy
finding a way to combine these with FSTD. I
know FSTD costs a lot of time, but I’ll try to do
my best.
A reliable source told us that “a
big casting show of the Netherlands” is interested in you, does
the team needs to be afraid to lose
you to a boy band?
It is not really a boy band though, it’s a more
serious show and no boy bands are formed there,
I think.
Haha, definitely not. This year’s focus will be on
Formula Student Team Delft. After that we’ll see..
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We hope You have enjoyed reading our newsletter
and we’ll see you again next month!
Until that time, visit us on :

Sincerely,
The DUT18 Team
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